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Since its beginnings in 1949, Maison Labastide and its vintners have placed 
innovation at the very heart of their approach.

This momentum continues today with more energy than ever and a desire 
to provide wines that precisely meet consumer expectations with a variety 
of products to discover, enjoy and savour. With our ancestral experience in 
sparkling wines, we have created an original approach: “The Art of Bubblllles.” 
It offers an exceptional palette of wines divided into three categories of 
sparkle and sensation.

To maintain this dynamic, we are counting on the expertise and enthusiasm 
of our vintners and teams. This cornerstone approach and our vision as a 
“Creator of Legendary Wines” help us always push our vineyard’s potential 
further. We are permanently exploring the extraordinary richness of the native 
grape varieties and very different terroirs to enhance our wine and spread 
its fame even further.

The immersive tour we have designed and created at Labastide-de-Lévis 
translates this innovative spirit and our values of warmth and sharing.

Today, as well as being our home terroir, Maison Labastide also represents 
a broader view of Occitania as a region. We offer a look at other vineyards 
which for us are genuine expressions of our terroirs. We have built partnerships 
with vintners who share our values, our ambitions for quality and our style 
of winemaking. They also have our ancient grape varieties, incredible rich 
terroirs and appellations.

Maison Labastide has a vocation to share these wines, these genuine Occitania 
treasures that it invites you to discover and enjoy!

Michel Darles 
Director
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ROOTED IN THE VERY 
HEART OF OCCITANIA

France

Maison Labastide stands on the banks of 
the River Tarn in the heart of Occitania 
and one of the oldest French wine-
producing areas, amongst vines planted 
by the Romans in the 1st century BCE. 
The estate sits at the foot of a fortified 
town dating back to the Middle Ages: 
Labastide-de-Lévis.

It is firmly rooted in a region with a wealth 
of history and friendly people. It is also 
surrounded by exceptional historical and 
cultural places like Albi, Cordes-sur- Ciel, 
Toulouse and Carcassonne.

n

Occitania Tarn
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Founded in 1949, Maison Labastide forged its reputation as 
a key historical player in Gaillac winemaking. It is the oldest 
winemaking cellar in Tarn. Its importance and vitality have 
made it a driving force behind the Gaillac appellation and 
for the other surrounding wine areas in Occitania.

Its cooperative vintners have defended the production of 
quality wines since its creation and always use the latest 
innovative concepts. They are both craftsmen and artists. 
Craftsmen because they respect classic techniques and 
wines. Artists because they provide innovative solutions 
and are always looking for unexplored assets in the wines.

These roots, this heritage and Occitania’s values of warmth 
and sharing drive and inspire the momentum and daring 
of today’s vintners at Maison Labastide, these “Creators of 
Legendary Wines”.

1949
CREATION OF MAISON 
LABASTIDE

1957
CREATION OF THE FAMOUS 
GAILLAC PERLÉ, THE ICONIC 
WINE, WHICH HAS BECOME 
THE JEWEL IN THE CROWN 
OF MAISON LABASTIDE AND 
THE APPELLATION

1968
MERGER WITH THE 
COOPERATIVE OF NATURAL 
SPARKLING WINES

1989
FIRST PLOT SELECTION TO 
SPECIFICATIONS

VINTNERS INSPIRED
BY A DARING CONCEPT

KEY DATES

2011
FIRST COOPERATIVE TO 
PRODUCE AN ORGANIC 
GAILLAC AOC WINE 
CERTIFIED BY ECOCERT 

2012
MAISON LABASTIDE BRINGS 
BACK TO LIFE ONE OF THE 
OLDEST RED WINES FROM 
THE AREA: CUNAC

2015
INAUGURATION OF THE 
“LEGEND TOUR”, AN 
IMMERSIVE AND BRAND 
NEW WINE TOURISM SITE, 
UNIQUE IN OCCITANIA

2016
LAUNCH OF AN “INTENSELY 
SPARKLING” RANGE, A NEW 
STYLE OF SPARKLING WINE 
FOR APERITIFS
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Maison Labastide uses grapes from four sepa-
rate terroirs in the appellation: the terraces on 
the Left Bank, the hillsides on the Right Bank, 
the Cordais plateau and the Noyau de Cunac.

This particularity gives us the opportunity to 
create a wide palette of expressive wines.

Cordais Plateau
White chalky and
pebbly soils

Right Bank
Clay-chalk soils

Left Bank
Gravelly and
well-oriented land

Noyau de Cunac
Acidic schist, particularly 
suitable for Gamay

ALBI

Maison Labastide has built partnerships with 
vintners in Occitania’s different terroirs.

Together, sharing the same values, methods 
and style of wines, they have designed a 
range of quality wines from typical Occitan 
appellations made with typical Occitan grape 
varieties.

Tarbes

Auch

Foix

Perpignan

Montauban

Cahors

Toulouse 

Carcassonne

Albi

Mende

Montpellier

Nîmes

Rodez

OUR HOME TERROIR: GAILLAC,
A SOURCE OF INSPIRATION

EXPRESSING THE TERROIRS 
OF OCCITANIA

Vère

Tarn

Agout
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With these resources, the Labastide vintners 
passionately compose and make wines, 
interpreting all the nuances of their terroirs 
according to their inherited expertise. They 
explore, imagine and create, using the best 
modern techniques.

Out of respect for their vineyards, they are 
also involved in important programmes 
for environmental certification and organic 
farming development.

The unique mosaic of Occitania’s terroirs gives 
Maison Labastide’s vintners fabulous potential 
and incredible possibilities for designing great 
varieties of quality wines. It is characterised by its 
wide range of grape varieties and appellations. 
Internationally renowned varieties and also 
unique, local varieties representing the richness 
of each of the terroirs.

A RICH DIVERSITY OF TERROIRS 
AND GRAPE VARIETIES

RESPECTING
THE ENVIRONMENT

OUR VOCATION:
  MAKE OCCITAN WINES
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Bubbles are part of Tarn’s winemaking culture and 
Maison Labastide has been producing sparkle since 
it was founded in 1949. It also invented Le Perlé in 
1957, with its incomparable finesse on the palate 
and its characteristic subtle sparkle.

Maison Labastide devised an original approach to 
its sparkling wines: “The Art of Bubblllles.” It divides 
the wines into three broad categories of finesse and 
sensation: This palette is a unique way of appreciating 
and matching every bubble to the moment when it 
is enjoyed.

AN IMMERSIVE TOUR
DISCOVERING OUR HOUSE

AND ITS WINES

Soft sparkle and tingling bubbles.
Subtle bubbles, to serve with a meal.

SLIGHTLY FIZZY

Pronounced and dense fizz from the bubbles. 
Elegant bubbles, for cocktails.

SPARKLING 

Intense and abundant fizz from the bubbles. 
Delicate bubbles for party drinks.

INTENSELY FIZZY

A SPARKLE...
FOR EVERY TASTE

The ancestral Gaillac method, typical of our 
terroir, is the original method for making 
sparkling wine. It dates from 1591, a century 
before Dom Pérignon’s discovery which 
revolutionised Champagne production.

It involves bottle fermentation with nothing 
added, using only the sugar in the grapes.

This ancestral method is a delicate one. It 
requires the painstaking expertise of the cellar 
master at Maison Labastide.

The Mauzac grapes must be picked by hand at 
peak ripeness. Fermentation is a precise task, 
to ensure the wine can complete its task in the 
bottle and create the precious bubbles.

IN THE BEGINNING:
THE ANCESTRAL

GAILLAC METHOD

SUBTLE BUBBLES FINE AND LIGHT BUBBLES FINE AND INTENSE BUBBLES
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At Labastide-de-Lévis, Maison Bastide has created the “Legend 
Tour».
It is an immersive tour of our different buildings, a fun and 
informative journey to discover how the wines are made and the 
secrets of Maison Labastide.

Through the vine garden, fermentation cellars, bottling chain, barrel 
cellar and tasting room...the stages of the tour present every facet 
of the oldest Gaillac winery and its vintners.

We have an exceptional venue in the barrel cellar for organising 
events.

AN IMMERSIVE TOUR
DISCOVERING OUR HOUSE

AND ITS WINES

The Legend 
Tour
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commercial@cave-labastide.com

Tel. : +33 (0)5 63 53 73 73
Fax. : +33 (0)5 63 53 73 74

Lieu-dit «La Barthe» 81150 LABASTIDE-DE-LÉVIS

www.cave-labastide.com

MAISON LABASTIDE
WELCOMES YOU

TO LABASTIDE-DE-LÉVIS

A68

s

C
D988

Castelnau
 de Lévis

TOULOUSE ALBI

GAILLAC

 Labastide-de-Lévis
village

Follow signs
to Gaillac
via Marssac

Castelnau
de Lévis

Exit 11
Marssac

Exit 11
Marssac
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www.cave-labastide.com

CREATOR OF LEGENDARY WINES


